
Ben & Jerry's is founded on & dedicated to a sustainable 
corporate concept of linked prosperity.

Our mission consists of 
3 interrelated parts:



We evaluate, score and prioritize  every environmental 
impact is evaluated, weighted and prioritized

annual reduction targets are set for our most significant 
impacts such as water, energy and waste 10 year 

Energy 
trend



A basic water balance indicates CIP/effluent is our biggest user of water

CIP becomes # 
1 focus for 

water reduction 
opportunity



Starting Questions …….

How does the system operate currently?

When are we using water when it is not needed?

How can we quantify water use and water that is wasted?

What are the requirements of quality and PMO (Pasteurized milk ordinance) that must be maintained?



Step 1. Understand how many washes per CIP Circuit



Step 2. Determine total water usage of each CIP Circuit based on timed CIP steps

(step time seconds) x (GPM) x (washes per month) 



Step 3.  Calculate how many seconds of overuse of water for each circuit

Data shows a potential savings of 1.9 million gallons of water per year for Flush caustic/final rinse 



Step 4. Use time /water  reduction to calculate Sanitizer recirculation usage and cost 



Previous CIP system operation – Time based Flush caustic CIP step
Each CIP step is controlled by a set time

Fresh water Caustic flush – CIP washwater returns to …….
1. wash tank       2. then reuse tank     3. remaining flow goes to drain

A portion  of the flush is reused, but is the timing of the flush too long?

Problem



Change –conductivity based Flush caustic cip step
-water is used only as needed

Water diverts to drain only if CIP circuit requires more flush time.

Solution



Summary

Time Based CIP step updated to conductivity 
based CIP step control

Fresh water is used ONLY as needed based on 
return conductivity 

Results ! 
Water saved = .5 million gallons/year



Previous CIP system operation – Time based - Final rinse

Fresh water final rinse - pushes washwater back to reuse tank ,then to drain

A small portion of the final rinse is reused but the timing of the rinse was too long

Problem



Updated Final rinse CIP step is based on conductivity not time

-water is used only as needed to reach specified conductivity level

-Once chemical is clear from lines, fresh water supply is turned off

SolutionSolution



Summary

conductivity meters control CIP steps

Results:
The amount of water needed for final rinse is 
determined by conductivity, eliminating overuse 
entirely.

Annual water savings of 1.4 million gallons/year!



Previous CIP system operation – Sanitize CIP step

Fresh water is pumped through system while sanitizer is added

All water and chemicals for this cip step were sent directly to drain (standard practice in the industry)

Problem



Updated Sanitizer recirculation 

-by passes the drain and recirculates while sanitizer is dosing

-Conductivity meter controls dosing (slow and steady to prevent slugs)

Fresh water is not needed as line is already charged with freshwater from previous final rinse

SolutionSolution



Summary

Program fresh water to recirculate while adding 
sanitizer

Quality can be improved by increasing your 
contact time with sanitizer without using more 
sanitizer and water

An annual saving of 2 million gallons of water 
and 550 gallons of sanitizer chemicals



Problem
The entire contents of the wash tank (2000 
gal) is heated for each CIP wash.

Install valves to bypass the wash tank 
(return) once the CIP circuit is filled with 
washwater.

Recirculate wash flow without using wash 
tank as a return vessel

the heat exchanger  heats only the amount 
of water needed to wash the CIP circuit

Solution



annual results

Actual water reduction was 2.7 million gallons

Reduced chemical usage by 7 barrels per year



Partners

Bruns brothers completed the process changes

Ecolab assisted with conductivity meters and CIP changes

Hallam completed programming changes

Efficiency VT provided incentives for VFD’s on pumps

Received funds from Unilever under sustainability incentive program called Small Actions Big 
Difference (SABD)


